






NURSERY

YEAR 1

YEAR 3

YEAR 5

RECEPTION

YEAR 2

YEAR 4

YEAR 6

ONE STEP AT A TIME
Here is a look back at each year of your primary life. 

What stands out? 
What can you remember? 
Who did you meet and where did you visit?



COLOUR ME!

Take some time to colour in the illustration below.
Colouring is really good for relaxing, focussing, 

exercising the brain and yourpersonal well-being.  



Achievements
What have been your biggest 
achievements at primary school? 

Who helped you achieve them?

Lifelong Learning

What have you learnt at primary school 
that will prepare you for the future? 
Think about more than just your lessons.

Memories
What are some of your favourite 
memories at primary school? 



MOVING TO YOUR NEW SCHOOL

I am most looking forward to...

I feel most nervous about...

I would like to know...

Some things that could help me are...

Some things that will be different 
from primary school are...

In one word I feel...



MY VISION BOARD
Instructions
Create a list of all the things you would like to achieve during your time at WRHS. 
This could be to join a sports team, complete particular awards or make some nice 
friends.

Collect a bundle of old magazines with beautiful pictures/ print some photos off 
from the internet that inspire you. When looking for images in the magazines, look 
for those that immediately make you say, Yes! That is what I want in my life! This 
could be a group of people laughing to inspire friendship or laughter or it could be a 
picture of a trophy with your name on it.

Add motivational words that represent how you want to FEEL. Your vision of your 
ideal life should not be focused on stuff so much as on how you want to FEEL. 

Such as: joyful, abundant, healthy, loving. You can either search for these words 
in your magazines or write them yourself. Then add them to your vision board in a 
visually attractive way.



MY VISION BOARD



COLOUR ME!

Take some time to colour in the illustration below.
Colouring is really good for relaxing, focussing, 

exercising the brain and yourpersonal well-being.  






